Dimethylmercury Degradation by Dissolved
Sulfide and Mackinawite
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Methods

Introduction
Monomethylmercury (CH3-Hg+, MMHg),
is the main route of exposure of mercury to
humans, due to its high capability to
bioaccumulate. In marine systems,
methylated mercury is roughly evenly
distributed between MMHg and
dimethylmercury (CH3-Hg-CH3, DMHg),
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together constituting ca 20% of the total
methylated mercury pool.

Analysis

Although DMHg is likely to inﬂuence concentrations of MMHg
in marine systems, and thus bioaccumulation rates of mercury in
biota, not much is known about transformation processes between
these reservoirs.
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To investigate potential breakdown of DMHg mediated with
sulﬁde, we incubated DMHg with dissolved sulﬁde (HS-/H2S,
S(aq)) and the mineral disordered mackinawite (FeS(s)m) at
varied pH and temperatures. Both types of sulﬁde are naturally
abundant in marine environments.
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Results
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We observed that FeS caused a decrease of DMHg. We
also observed MMHg formation coupled to DMHg loss.
The reaction was determined to be pH-dependent, with

Compared to controls without sulﬁde, we observed that
dissolved sulﬁde caused a decrease of DMHg. Greater loss
of DMHg resulted in measureable MMHg formation.
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We observed that the rate of
DMHg decomposition (kDMHg↓) was
dependent on the DMHg:S ratio,
with maximum rates occuring at
ratios of about 1:10-5. It was also
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DMHg:FeS(s)m molar ratio:
DMHg no sulﬁde
DMHg 9.65*10-3
DMHg 9.65*10-5
DMHg 9.65*10-7
MMHg 9.65*10-7
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higher at pH 9 than pH 5.

In long-term incubations at room temperature,
FeS(s)m caused DMHg decomposition at lower
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Calculated DMHg degradation rates (kDMHg↓)
and MMHg formation rates (kMMHg↑) were linearly
correlated for both S(aq) (blue) and FeS(s)m (red)
y = 0.52x-0.09
R2 = 0.98
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y = 0.62x-0.11
R2 = 0.95
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Conclusions
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For the ﬁrst time, we provide experimental support for
demethylation of DMHg in the presence of dissolved sulﬁde
(HS-, H2S) and disordered Mackinawite, at DMHg:S ratios

relevant for natural environments. Additionally, we observe
MMHg as the main formation product.
Measured DMHg degradation rates at lower
temperatures are comparable to previous estimates of
DMHg decomposition in sea water.
This novel pathway could potentially have a big
environmental importance, and provide a large, previously
unknown source of MMHg in marine environments.
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